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OPERATORS OF P-VARIATION

AND THE EVOLUTION REPRESENTATION PROBLEM

BY

M. A. FREEDMAN

Abstract. In contrast to a continuous linear semigroup, a continuous linear

evolution U( ■ ) may be nondifferentiable or of unbounded variation. In order to

study these evolutions we introduce a class of operator-valued functions A( ■ ) which

satisfy a generalized bounded variation condition and represent U as the product

integral U=fi[I+dA].

1. Introduction. Let X denote an arbitrary Banach space with norm | • |. A family

of bounded (linear) operators U = {U(t, s))is,s on X is called a (linear) evolution on

X if U satisfies

(11) U(t,s)U(s,r)=U(t,r)        (t>s>r),

U(s, s) = 7,    the identity operator (Vs).

Evolutions arise in analysis in various fundamental ways. Consider, for example,

the abstract integral equation

(1.2) f{t) = xa + i'&(T)f(r) dr       (a<t<b),
"a

where for each t in the interval [a, b], &(t) is an everywhere defined operator on X.

If, for each xa E X, (1.2) should have a unique solution/(/), then/(i) = U(t, a)xa,

where U satisfies (1.1) for all a < 5 «s t =£ b. Or consider, in the area of stochastic

processes, a nonstationary Markov process having countable state space {ex,e2,...).

Such a Markov process is specified by its transition probabilities P¡j(t, s) and by its

initial probability distribution Tl¡(a), where P¡j(t, s), for t > s > a, is the probability

the process is in state e¡ at time t given that at time s the process was in state e,, and

Tlj(a) is the probability that at the initial time t = a, the process is in state e¡. If

now, we denote the infinite matrix [P¡j(t, s)] by P(t, s), then, by virtue of the

Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, P — {P(t, s))t>s is an evolution. Furthermore, if

Tl(t) is the column vector with components 11,(0.tnen H(i) = P(t, a)Tl(a).

In both of these examples the state vectors/(r) and Tl(t) depend on the time t, the

initial states xa and 11(a), and the initial time t — a. However, had &(t) been

constant in time and P(t, s) been a function only of the time difference t — s, then

in this time homogeneous situation, the state vectors would have depended only on

their initial states and the time elapsed. That is, we would have had/(?) = U(t — a)xa
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96 M. A. FREEDMAN

and n(/) = P(t — a)Ti(a), where U and P are semigroups; a semigroup T being a

family of bounded operators T = {F(?)}r5ä0 which satisfy

(1.3) T(t + s) = T(t)T(s),       T(0) = I.

Therefore, the evolution property (1.1) might well be thought of as the nonhomoge-

neous generalization of the semigroup property (1.3).

The problem of determining all functions which satisfy (1.3) was initiated by

Cauchy when, in his "Cours d'Analyse" [1], he proved that every real-valued,

continuous function T(t) satisfying (1.3) is necessarily an exponential function, e°",

a E R. Since then this problem has been extensively researched by many mathemati-

cians, including J. von Neumann, M. H. Stone, D. S. Nathan, E. Hille, N. Dunford,

K. Yosida, R. S. Phillips, W. Feller and M. Crandall. In Nathan's work [11], it was

shown in the general setting, where T( ■ ) is A'-operator-valued and uniformly

continuous, that there exists a bounded operator on X, &, known as the infinitesimal

generator of T, such that T(t) = e&!. Thus T, in this case, is difierentiable with

d+ T(0)/dt equal to its infinitesimal generator. An evolution, however, may be

continuous without being differentiable. (Consider the evolution e(g(')_g<v)> where g

is continuous and nowhere differentiable.) In fact, evolutions may exhibit a variety

of pathologies-some of which will be discussed below. Therefore, the problem of

characterizing all operator-valued functions which satisfy the evolution equation

(1.1) is formidable and, until recently, has been largely neglected in the literature.

In order to motivate our general approach to the study of evolutions, let us first

consider the special type of evolution U formed as U(t, s) = T(t — s), t > s, where

F is a uniformly continuous semigroup. Suppose T has infinitesimal generator d.

Then we may write U(t, s) = edA('-s\ where dA(t, s) = A(t) - A(s) and A(t) = t&.

Furthermore, it is easily verified that dA(t, s) can be expressed as the sum integral

2'S[U — I], defined as the limit of successive refinements of partitions s = o0 < ox <

■ ■ ■ < o„ = t of [s, t] of the finite sum 2"=, [U(a¡, o¡_x) — I]. Moreover. U can be

expressed as the product integral of its additive generator dA as U(t, s) = WS[I + dA],

where the product integral is defined as the limit of finite products over successive

refinements of partitions. With this example in mind, we propose the

Evolution representation problem. Given an evolution U on a Banach space X,

determine a family of operators A = {A(s))seR on X and a function 'f defined on

dA = {dA(t, s))l>s such that the product integral Ws ̂ (dA) exists and equals U(t, s).

We shall be considering the case where U( ■ ) is uniformly continuous and work

with 'Îï(dA) = I + dA. In [7], where Uis strongly continuous, ^(dA) = [7 - dA]'x is

used successfully and in [5] .which deals with discontinuous evolutions,

$(dA)(t, s) =[7 + dA(t, r)][l - dAir, s+ )]"'[7 + dAis+ , s)]

is used. In both of these papers the family of operators dA is given by dAit, s) =

2^[Í7 — 7] and serves as the additive generator of U in the sense that U = W5(dA).

This idea of pairing multiplicative evolutions with additive generators is originally

due to J. S. Mac Nerney [9, 10]. In effect, Mac Nerney was first to construct a

noncommutative logarithm dA = 1[U — I], of the noncommutative family

{í/(r, í)},Sí, to act as the inverse of the noncommutative exponential Il[7 + dA].
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Mac Nerney was concerned with evolutions and generators of norm bounded

variation. For the one-dimensional evolution u(t, s) = eda{t,s), where a is a real-

valued function, this is tantamount to requiring that a be monotone. Suppose,

however, continuity is substituted for monotonicity of a. Then the commutativity of

[u(t, s))l>s and {da(t, s))t>s allows: da(t, s) = In u(t, s) and u(t, s) = eda('-s\ Yet

these representations can be achieved without appealing to commutativity. First we

write

dait,s) = 2[eda-\}-2
ida)2 ^ (da)

2!
+

3!

Hence if da should satisfy 1'Jida)2 = 0, it follows that dait, s) = ~2's[u

more, n(i, s) = l\'s[\ + da], for if t = [t¡)q is a partition of [s, t] then

uit,s) -][[\ + da]\

1]. Further-

2      n     [\+da(TJ,TJ_x)]{ed°^^-l-da(>,
=/+i

,)} n e*<'-*->
7=1

i=\

da(', ■ )
2!

+
da(: .)

3!
+ •

which approaches zero as t becomes ever finer. Thus in this one-dimensional

continuous case the condition 2^ | da \2 = 0, t > s, is sufficient for our purposes. In

the two-dimensional case where A(-) is a 2X2 matrix operator, this quadratic

condition plus a dissipative condition was found to be sufficient for the existence of

II[7 + dA]. But in the case of an infinite-dimensional operator A( ■ ), it was found

necessary to seek a more tractable condition.

Definition 1.1. Given a < b and 0 <p, let / be a function from [a, b] to a

normed vector space (Z, | • |). The /»-variation of/over [a, b], Vp(f; b, a), is defined

to be the supremum of the quantities

2 \dft
i/p

2 IAii)-/0i-i)f
i/>

over all partitions t = {t,}2 of [a, b].

Definition 1.2. When Z = X, let Wp([a, b]) denote the set of all continuous

A'-valued functions h on [a, b] for which Vp(h; b, a) is finite.

Definition 1.3. When Z = <$>£(X), the bounded linear operators L on X, let | • |

denote the operator norm \L\— sup(| Lx \/\ x | : x E X, \ x \ ¥= 0). Define %p([a, b])

to be the set of all maps A: [a, ft] -» %t(X) which are uniformly continuous (i.e.

continuous in the operator-norm topology) and such that Vp(A; ft, a) < oo.

Remarks 1.1. (i) By expressing | dA(r¡, t¡_x) \2 as | dA(r¡, t,_,) \2~p \ dA(rt, t,_,) \p,

we see that if 0 <p < 2 and A E %p([a, ft]), then Ts\dA\2 = 0. Therefore, for our

purposes we shall restrict p to the interval (0,2).

(ii) % ([a, ft]) with p = 1 is exactly the set of continuous functions of norm

bounded variation on [a, ft]. It was this p = 1 condition that Mac Nerney relied on

in [9, 10] (though Mac Nerney did not assume continuity). Likewise, subsequent
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papers in which an evolution is represented as the product integral of a generator

(e.g. [5, 7]), are restricted to functions of either norm or strong bounded variation.

The analysis we attempt here for 1 < p < 2 contrasts with the p — 1 case. For one

thing, vector-valued functions of bounded variation can be bounded above in norm

by increasing functions. This permits much of the analysis to be performed outside

the original Banach space and in the space of increasing functions. No such

convenience is available when p > 1. Moreover, as should become evident as we

proceed, we shall be denied the use of the triangle inequality many times when its

application would seem necessary.

(iii) The notion of/>variation of a real-valued function / first appeared in Wiener's

paper [12]. Since then, these functions have been studied vigorously in a series of

papers, a sampling of which is [2, 6, 8, 13] (see also M. Bruneau's tract [3].)

Apparently the case where /is vector-valued has previously not been considered.

(iv) The realization that several key results in L. C. Young's paper [13] could be

extended to a Banach space setting has been instrumental in the development of the

present work. For the sake of completeness, the proofs of these extended results shall

be included in §3.

In [4] it was shown that in sup-norm R", accretiveness and continuity of genera-

tors, or contractiveness and continuity of evolutions, suffice to imply bounded

variation. Yet with other norms on R", for example the Euclidean norm, it is possible

for a continuous, contractive evolution U to be generated by a continuous, accretive

generator dA, even though neither U — I nor dA are of bounded variation (see [4, p.

573]). Even in the extension of R" to lx(R), the author has found a norm continuous,

contractive evolution U having a norm continuous, accretive generator dA with

neither U — I nor dA of norm or strong bounded variation. Therefore, the possibil-

ity of carrying out a program of matching continuous, contractive evolutions with

continuous, accretive generators is enhanced for a greater variety of normed spaces

by the present theory over the bounded variation based theories.

2. Properties of the /»-variation. As discussed in the previous section, our natural

domain of interest is p E (0,2), and unless otherwise stated, the reader should

assume that p is so restricted. Though surely Lemma 2.2 below is known, Lemma 2.3

appears to be new. First we present a simple but useful inequality.

Lemma 2.1. For L, M > 0 and 0 <p < 2: (L + M)p < Lp + Mp + 2(LM)p/2.

Proof. Setting r = p/2, it suffices to prove that L + M < (U + Mr)x/r. But

L + M       _ I      U      \x/r     I     Mr     \x/r <      U Mr

(U + Mr)X/r      \Lr + Mrj \Lr + MrJ      ^U + Mr      U + Mr

Lemma 2.2. If A is in ^([a, ft]) and c is in [a, ft), then Vp(A; £, c)J,0 as £ I c.

Proof. It follows immediately from Definition 1.1 that for all p E (c, £),

(2.1) Vpp(A;i,p)+Vpp(A;p,c)^Vp(A;tc).
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Given t > 0, let 8 > 0 be such that | dA(t, s)\p < e/2 whenever 0 < t - s < 8,

and let t = {t,}q be a partition of [c, ft] such that

(2.2) V>(A;b,c)-j<2\uf-
T

Suppose t, < c 4- 8. Then

(2.3) 2\dA(=\dA(Tx,c)\r+ i  \dAÍT¡,r¡_x)\P<{+Vpp(A;b,rx).
ï=2

Hence, using (2.1)—(2.3),

Vpp(A;rx,c)<Vp(A;b,c)-Vp(A;b,Tx)

<% + 2\dAf + j-J,\dAf = e,
T T

and we are done.

Now suppose t, > c + 5. Then, making use of Lemma 2.1,

2 |¿4|" <|í¿4(c + 5, c)f +\dA(rx,c + ô)f
T

+ 2|¿4(c + o,C)f/2|í¿4(T,,c + 5)f/2+ 2  |^(T,,T,-,)f
i=2

<t/2 + 2{t/2ap/1 + Vp(A; b,c + 8),

where a — maxas£js:/s:i, | ¿¿4(r, s) \ . Therefore

Vpp(A;c + 8,c) *£ Vp(A;b,c) - VP(A; ft, c + 8) =s e/2 + 2ap/2{t~/2 .    D

Lemma 2.3. Let A E %p([a, ft]). For all a^ p<t] < v < ft,

(2.4) F//2(^;y,ix)^F//2(/l;^,T,)+ K//2(^; ,,/»).

Remark 2.1. The subadditivity exhibited by the /»-variation in (2.4) should be

compared with the superadditivity exhibited in inequality (2.1).

Proof. Let t = {t,}q be an arbitrary partition of [p, v]. If the point i\ should be in

t, say tj — Tr for some r E [0, n], then

2\dA{= i  \dA(T„T¡_x)\P+    i     \dA(r„T,_x)\P
t i=l í=r+l

<Vpp(A;r,,p)+ Vp(A;v,V).

On the other hand, if r? G t then 17 G (rr_,, rr) for some r G [1, n]. Hence,

2\dA\"< 2  \dA(r¡,r¡_x)f +\dA(V,Tr_x)\P
T 1=1

+2i^(Tf,1?)rv(r,,Tr_,)r/2

+ \dA(Tr,V)\F +      2       lárlÍT^vOf
; = t + !

K/U; r,, p) + 2Vp/\A; p,V)Vp/2(A; r,, p) + VP(A; r,i,).
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In either case we have

l\dA\P<[Vpp/2(A;v,r])+Vpp/2(A;r1,p)]2,
T

which implies (2.4).

Lemma 2.4. Let A E öllj ([a, ft]). Then Vp(A; ■) is continuous on the triangle

A = {(t,s): b> t>s> a).

Proof. For (t0, s0) E A, suppose (v, u) E A is such that v > tQ > u > s0. Then

\Vpp/2(A; t0, s0) - Vp/2(A; v,u)\^\Vpp/2(A; t0, s0) - Vp/2(A; t0,u)\

+ \Vpp/2(A;tQ,u)-Vpp/2(A;v,u)\,

which, by Lemma 2.3, is bounded above by Vp/2(A; u, s0) + Vp/2(A; v, tQ). Like-

wise, for other possible orderings of t0, s0, u and v, we obtain similar type upper

bounds, each of which, by Lemma 2.2, approaches zero as (v, u) approaches (t0, s0).

D

Remark 2.2. Since VpiA; £, £) is identically zero for £ G [a, ft], it follows that

given e > 0, there exists 80 > 0 which makes Vp(A; £ -1- 5, £) < e for all £ G [a, ft)

and all 8 E [0, 80] such that £ + 8 E [a, ft].

3. Existence of the Stieltjes integral. We show that if A E ^([a, ft]) and / G

Wp([a, ft]) for some fixed 0 < p < 2, then the Stieltjes integral f% dAf exists and, as a

function of £, belongs to Wp([a, ft]). The methods used in this section are essentially

taken from L. C. Young's beautiful paper [13].

Lemma 3.1. Given positive numbers p¡, i = 1,.

i=i

.,«, there exists k

Wp

[\,n] such that

Proof. The lemma is an easy consequence of the fact that the geometric mean

[pppp ■ • ■ pp]x/" does not exceed the arithmetic mean «-,2"=i p,p.

Given a sequence R = {R¡)"x drawn from X or %t(X), for each integer k E[\,n

— 1] we define the sequence operator 9k acting on 7? to be the n — 1 element

sequence %R - (Rx, R2,...,Rk + Rk+X, Rk+2,...,Rn). We further define Sp(R)

to be the largest value of [2™ , | 7, f]x/p such that (T„..., Ym), with m < n, is the

result of a composition of sequence operators 9k acting on R.

Remark 3.1. In the case where A E %p(\a, ft]), r is a partition of the subinterval

[p, v] C [a, ft], and R is the sequence given by R¡ = dA(r¡, t,_,), we see that

Sp(R)<Vp(A;r,p).

Lemma 3.2. Given a sequence S = [S¡)"x E <$>£(X) and a sequence h = {h¡)1 taken

fromXor%t(X),

2
2 Sthj i+S Ms)S(h),

where f(-) denotes the Riemann zeta function.
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Proof. For any integer k E [1, n - 1], if Y = 9kS and x - <$kh then

Sr,hr if r<k,

Sr+ Sr+x,hr + hr+x     ifr = k,Y.,x.

\+l» "r+l if k < r *£ n - 1.

Therefore,

2      (Yx + ---+Yj)xj=    2    {Sx + ---+Sj)hj
l=sy</i-I l=£/<fc

+ (S,+ ---+5,+1)(ft, + ft,+,)+        2        (5,
A+lssysin-l

= Sk+lhk+    2    (S1 + ---+5r>,.

Now by Lemma 3.1, for some integer k E [1, n — 1], we have

+Sy+I)Ay+,

2   s,hj
|<i'<y<n

2
l«/«y«n- I

^

1
Í7-1

2 to-ll-1 ~, l~'+"
1= 1

1 //> 1     "-'
VI        I.     ,P

n- 1 2   M
i= I

'//>

+

Kt</<n—1
^

<(»-l)^'S,(S)S,(A) +
1 <(</<n— I

Similar reasoning applied to the sequences y and x yields

T*

1<Í</<H— 1

Y¡Xj -2/p
(«-2)-^Sp(y)§» +

l«,«y«n-2

where Z = 9kY and y = ^x for some index k G [1, n — 2]. Furthermore, we see

that ?>p(Y) <$p(S) and S (x) < S^A). Continuing in this way thus yields

2     S,hj <[{(« - I)"27'' + (« - 2)-2/" +••■+!} + l]S,(S)S,(A)

oo

< 2 «_2/p + i §,(*).
.!?=! J

which is the desired result.

We should also record that the related inequality

(3.1)

also holds true.

2 S;hj
lsy«,«« •ifk(sMh)

Lemma 3.3. Given A E %p([a, ft]) and f E Wp([a, ft]), /or eacA tj < £ G [a, ft] the

Stieltjes integral /* dAf exists and satisfies, for any 0 E [tj, £],

(3.2) f*dAf-[A(t)-A(i)]f(8) <2 2 + f|- W^;£,r,)K(/; £,t,).
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Proof. The Stieltjes integral /* dAf may be viewed as the sum integral

2« dA(t,s)f(o)
sSo«ïr

and hence its existence is defined in terms of successive refinements of partitions of

[tj, £], as discussed in §1. However, we shall prove existence in the more exacting

Riemann sense: given e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that for every partition t = {t¡)'¿

of [tj, £] of length | t| = maxx<¡^„\ t¡ — t¡_, |< 8 and every choice of intermediary

points o, G [t,_,, t¡], the sum 2"=, dA(r¡, r¡_x)f(a¡) differs by at most e in norm from

the integral.

Now given p < v E [a, ft], let X = {X¡)q be a partition of [p, v]. From Remark 3.1

and Lemma 3.2 we see that

2 dA{X,,X,_x)fiX,_x) ~[A(v) - A(p)]f(v)
i=i

2     dA(X„X,_x)df{X],XJ_x)
l«i</«w

i+S Vp(A;v,p)Vp(f;v,ii).

As well, we have

2 dA(X„ A,_,)/(a,_,) ~[A(v)-A(p)]f(p)
i=\

2     dA(X„ X,_x)df(Xp Xj_x) - 2 dA(X„ X,_x)df(X¡, A,_,)
!<y<i<Af i=l

which,   by   equation   (3.1)   and   Holder's   inequality,   is   no   greater   than

[2 + Ç(2/p)]Vp(A; v, p)Vp(f; v, p). Hence given any point Xr in the partition X:

(3.3) 2 àA(K^i^)f(K-^) -iA") - A(p)]f(Xr)
í=i

2 dA(X,,Xl_])f(Xl_x) ~[A(Xr) - A(p)]f(Xr)
f=i

+ 2   ¿4(X„X,._,)/(A,_,)-[^(,)-4^)]/(^)
¿=r+l

[2 + f(2/p)] {Vp(A; Xr, p)Vp(f; Xr, p) + Vp(A;v, Xr)Vp(f; v, Xr))

2[2 + Ç(2/p)]Vp(A;v,p)Vp(f;r,p).

If now [t¡)q and {t/}[J are any two partitions of [tj, £] with intermediary points

a, E [t¡_x, t¡] and o'¡ G [t/_,, t/], there exists a common refinement containing both

partitions and both sets of intermediary points. Hence, by (3.3), it follows that
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(3-4)

2 dA(r¡, r,_,)/(a,) - 2 dA(r¡, t/_ ,)/(*/)
í=i

<2 2 + ?

2 + f

2 + f

2 ^;';»tí-,^(/;t,tí_,)
i=i

+ 2 Vp(A;T,',r¡'_x)Vp(f;r¡',r¡'_x)\

|¿ (^2(^;w,) + ^2(/;w,))

+ 2 {vp2{A;,;,,;_x)+v2(f,,;,r;_x))\
i=i J

91L(t,t'){¿ (k/M;t,tm)+1;'(/;t,tm))
1 = 1

2 (k/(^;t/,t/_,)+K/(/;t,',t,'_,))  ,
i=i

where

9R,(t,t')= max  (k/->M; t„ t,_,), V2~p(f; r„ t,_,),

Vp2-p(A;Tf,Tj_x),Vp2-p{f;rf,Tf_x)).

By Lemma 2.4, given e > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that if | t | and | t' | are each less

than 8 then 91L(t, t') will be less than e/{2[2 + $(2/p)](Vp(A; £, tj) + F/(/; £, tj))}.

Superadditivity of Vp(f; ■) and VP(A; •) applied to (3.4) thus gives the existence of

j* dAf, and (3.3) now yields inequality (3.2).

Finally, we argue that j^dAf E Wp([a, ft]). The continuity of j^dAf follows

easily from (3.2). To show that Vp(¡a ''dAf; ft, a) < oo, let t = {t,}^ be a partition of

[a, ft]. Then

2
/=i /   dAf

Wp

2
i=i

/T'^/-[^(t,)-^(t,_,)]/(t,_,)

Wp

2    |£M(T/,T(_1)flATl-I)f

<2

/=!

2 + f

i/p

2 ^;t„tm)F/(/;t,Vi)
i=i

Wp

+ max  |/(£)| 2 l^.v-.)!
Li=i

i//'
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Hence, we have the bound

(3.5) Vpi[f')dAf;b,a]j<2

MA. freedman

V(A;b,a)V(f;b,a)2 + fl-

max  \f(t)\V(A;b,a).
a^^b

Using nearly identical steps we may also show that

Lemma 3.4. Given A and F in ^„([a, ft]), for each tj > £ G [a, ft], the Stieltjes

integral /* ¿¿47^ exists and satisfies, for any a E [tj, £],

fdAF - dA(t,Ti)F(o) 2 + f Fp(^;£,t,)K(F;£,tj).

Furthermore, as a function o/£, /^ ¿¿4T7 belongs to %p([a, ft]).

4. The integral equation. In this section we shall use the Banach fixed point

theorem to prove the existence of a unique solution to the evolution integral

equation

(4.1) fU) = xa+fdAf       (a<£<ft)

where xa E X and A E %p([a, ft]). We shall need to keep in mind that for [u, v] E

[a, ft], Wp([u, v]), when endowed with the norm

H/IU»] =   sup   \f(0)\+Vp(f;v,u),

is a Banach space. The rather straightforward proof of this shall be omitted.

Theorem 4.1. Given A E %p([a, b]),for each xaE X the integral equation (4.1) has

a unique solution f E Wp([a, ft]).

Proof. It will suffice to show the existence of a positive number 80 such that for

each tj G [a, ft), if Iv = [Tj,min(Tj + 80, ft)] then the mapping N: Wp(Iv) -» 1^,(7,,)

given by

Nf(i)=xa+[(dAf,       £G7„,

is a contraction. Now from (3.5) we see that for SG(0,î-îj],

Vp(Nf-Ng; t, + 8, tj) < 2[2 + ¡(2/p)] Vp(A; r, + 8, v)Vp(f-g; t, + 8, tj)

+     sup      \f(0)-g(0)\Vp(A;71 + 8,r1);
ee[T),ij+s]

and from (3.2) we have the bound

sup      \Nf(0) - Ng(0)\ < 2[2 + S(2/p)]Vp(A; r, + 8, v)Vp(f-g; v + 8, tj)
eein.n + S]

+      sup      \fi0)-g(8)\\A(V + 8)-A(r1)\.
9e[7),T) + «]
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Next, using Lemma 2.4, choose ô0 > 0 such that for all p E [a, ft) and all 0 < 8 <

min(ô0, ft - p),

Vp(A;p + 8,p)<i4[2 + ^(2/p)]y\

Then, from the preceding inequalities, we have, for all/, g G Wp([a, ft]),

|tf/-JVg|/,<ill/-g|lv   □

The fact that ^([a, ft]) is, like  Wp([a, ft]), also a Banach space under the

corresponding norm allows for

Theorem 4.2. Given A E %p(\a, ft]), for each Pa E <&£(Ar), the operator integral

equation

F(Í) = Pa+ [*dAF       (a < £ < ft)

has a unique solution F E 6W([a, ft]).

5. Existence of the product integral. The following lemma is of interest because A

is not assumed to be of bounded variation nor is dA assumed to be dissipative.

Lemma 5.1. Given A E ^([a, ft]), there exists a constant C such that if [p, v] E

[a, ft] and r is any partition of [p, v], then \ WT[I + dA] | < C.

Proof. Given £ G [a, ft) let 8 > 0 be such that £ + 8 < ft, and let a = {a,-}g be a

partition of [£, £ + 5]. Then

\[[l + dA(ol,ol_x)]=I+    2   ¿4(a,.,a,_,)+      2     dA(a¡,a¡_x)dA(aj,oJ_x)

+        2       dA(a¡,a¡_x)dA(aJ,aj_x)dAÍak,ak_x)
Kfc<y</«n

+ ••• +dA(a„,a„_x)dA(an_x,an_2) • • • í¿4(a,, a0).

Hence

T[[l + dA]= 2 *,-(€ + «),
a ¡ = 0

where for arbitrary a, G a we have K0(oj) = 7, and for r - 1,2,...,n, we have the

recursive definition

Kr(oj)= 2dA(oi,o,_x)Kr_x(oi_x).
i = i

Our object shall be to find norm bounds on the A"r(£ + 5) which are independent

of a and summable. To this end, define, for 0 < r < n,

ar= max  |A"r(°;)l>

and

\Wp 1
ßr = max^ 2  \Kr(ou) - Kr(oUiJ\

i=l

: 0 — u0 < ux < ■ ■ ■ <uq — n\.
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Now, for 0 =£ m < n — 1 and ak E a,

k

Kr+x(ok)-dA(ok,è)Kr(ok) = 2 dA(o,,o^x)Kr(a¡_x) - dA(ok,è)Kr(ok)
/=!

2     dA{0¡,o¡_x){Kr(Oj) - Kr(oj„x)).

Application of Lemma 3.2 therefore yields

(5.1) ar+x <[1 + $(2/p)]Vp(A; £ + 8, £)/3r + Vp(A; £ + Ö, £)ar.

Next consider

Kr+x(aUi)-Kr+x(oU: ,)=    2    ^(cr,,*,-,)/^,)

y=«,+i.

2        ¿4(a,.,a,._,)(i:r(aA) -*rK-,)) + ^(^,0^)7^).

Applying first Minkowski's inequality and then Lemma 3.2 gives

(5.2)

ßr+x <maxj 2 2        dA(oJ,oJ_x)dKr(ok,ok_l)

!//>

0 < W0 <   ■••<«=«

P \P

+ max^ 2  l^(a,, ^-î)!  KK,)| : 0<"o< ••• <uq = n
1=1

1/7'

maxK 2 1 + f
/ = i t C'(¿; «*,,,,*,,,_,)#: 0<«0 <•••<«, = «

1 /!'

1   '^
+ maxj 2  \dA(ou¡, aUji)\ : 0 < u0 < ■ ■ ■ < uq = ni     ar

<[1 + ?(2//0] r,(/l; £ + 8, £)& + Vp(A; £ + S, £)ar.

Using matrix notation we may express (5.1) and (5.2) as

(£)««•>(*)■

where

ß(*) = ̂ U; € + «,{)

It follows that, for all positive integers /-,

1     [l + £(2/p)]\

i  [i + m//')]/

(5-4) a/-50™*;-
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where a0 = 1 and ß0 = 0. Observe next that

107

1      1
1      1

1      1
1      1

Thus (5.4) may be replaced by the estimate

(5.5)
ßr

<   2 1+f l/(^;£ + ô,£))  (¡).

Now let p0 > 0 be such that, for all s, t E[a, b) with 0 < t - s < p0, I^(/l; r, s) <

(4[1 + f(2//>)])"'. Hence if 8 is chosen to be less than p0, we have, from (5.5),

I[[l + dA]<2 |*,(« + «)|<2  (1)'<2,
a ¿=0 1 = 0   V Z '

independent of £ or a.

To conclude the proof, let r = {t¡)™ be an arbitrary partition of the subinterval

[p,v]E[a,b]. Let  {t, )rei be the set of all those partition points for which

r¡ — r¡     3s p0, and let

0

It follows that

UU + dA] <I1  \[l + dA(rir,rir

|max{ir:írGá}    if ä ^ 0,

if 3 = 0.

xn Il        [/ + ¿4(Tfc,TA_1)]        Il      [l+dA(rk,rk_x)]
i,<k<ir+l-l i»<A<m

where J E 3 is the set of all r such that ir + 1 < jr+1. Since 3 is finite, in fact

|3|<I(ft-fl)/p0] + l=Ep0!

a little thought reveals that the following bound holds:

ViU + dA] <(1 +af2^o+x^2^o+x\
T

where  a — supa<:,</<6| dA(t, s) \ .   Though  surely  this  bound  could  be  vastly

strengthened, for our purpose, it will suffice to complete the proof.

Theorem 5.1. Given A E ^([a, ft]) and £ E [a, ft], the product integral II|[7 + dA]

exists (in the operator-norm topology).

Proof. Let F denote the solution to the integral equation of Theorem 4.2 when

Pa = I, and let t = {t¡)q be a partition of [a, £]. Then for 1 < i < n we may write

F(t,)=[7 + í¿4(t„V,)]F(t,_,) + A,

where

^=fdAF-dA(r¡,T^x)F(r^x).
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The solution to this difference equation is

n*j)= n [/+<m(t/,t/_1)] + 2 n [1+^,^)]*,,
;=1 1=1   A; = i+1

for/ = 1,... ,n. In particular, we have, for/ = n,

JF(£)-n[/ + ^]<C2 |A,|,
T 1=1

where the constant C is taken from Lemma 5.1. Lemma 3.4 now provides

F(0 -H[l + dA]<C'i VpiA; r„ r^V/F; r¡, r¡_x),
T 1=1

where C — 2[2 + f(2//?)]C. At this point the proof concludes as does the conclu-

sion of Lemma 3.3; and as in that lemma, we have shown existence, beyond in the

sense of successive refinements, in the more exacting Riemann sense.

Using a similar approach as above, we may also prove

Theorem 5.2. Iff is the solution to the integral equation (4.1) then

(

fii)=H[i+dA]xa.
a

Moreover, we have the

Corollary. The mapping xa (-»/(£) is a continuous mapping of X into WMa, ft]).

Proof. Let g be the solution to (4.1) with the initial value ya. Then/(£) = F(£)xa

and g(£) = Fi£)ya, where f(£) = 11* [7 + dA]. Hence,

||/-g||[fl,6l=    sup    \f(0)-g(0)\+Vpif-g;b,a)
0E[a,b)

<C\xa-ya\+Vp(F;b,a)\xa-ya\.    D

Remark 5.1. The method of Theorem 5.1 may also be used to prove that for any

P0 E %t(X) and any [p, v] E [a, ft], the product integral F(Ç) = íl£[7 + dA]P0,

£ G [p, v], exists as an element of %p([a, ft]) and satisfies F(v) = P0 + j¿ dAF.

6. A local time-ordered exponential.

Theorem 6.1. Given A E %p(\a, ft]) there exists p0 > 0 such that for every subinter-

val [p, v] E [a, ft] with v — p< p0, the product integral U(t, s) = U'S[I + dA] has the

series representation

t 00

][[I + dA]= 2 Hk(t,s)   Vs<tE[p,v],
s k=0

where HQ(t, s) = I and, inductively,

Hn+X(t,s) = f'dAHn(-,s),       n = 0,l,....
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Proof. Choose p0 as in Lemma 5.1 so that if a < s < t < ft and í — j < p0, then

4[2 + Ç(2/p)]Vp(A; t,s)<\. Now each function 77„(£, s), £ G [5, t], is in ^([s, /]).

Hence, should we define for n = 0,1,...,

r„(£) = i/(£,J)- 2 »*(€.*).     ie[s,r],
A=0

then each T„ is in ^([s, ?]). Furthermore, applying Theorem 4.2 and Remark 5.1

shows that

T„+xtt) = Utt,s)-"2Hk(Z,s) = I + fdAU(-,s)-  2   Í/W*)-/
A=0 ^ A=0  W* '

/'«<<
V(-.s)-  2 H,

A=0
■ /^t;

for all £ G [s, t]. Our goal shall be to prove that T„(t) -» 0 as n -» 00. Now define

a„ = max{| r„(0) | : 5 =£ 0 «6 t) and /?„ = Vp(T„; t, s). Thus, since for 0 E [s, t],

\Tn+x(8)\^\fedATn-dA(0,s)Tn(8) +\dA(0, s)\\Tn(0)\,

we have

(6.1) a„+x < 2[2 + $(2/p)]Vp(A;t, s)ß„ + Vp(A;t, s)a„.

As well, if t = (t,}ö is a partition of [s, t] then

2 \dTn+x
Wp

1
r= 1

f dATn-dA(r„T^x)Tn(r,) +\dA(T„ t,_x)T„(t¡)\

Wp

S   (2[2 + ^)])V/(^;t„t,.,)F/(7:,;t„t,_1)
Wp

+ Vp(A;t,s)an.

Hence,

(6.2) ß„+x<2[2 + $(2/p)]Vp(A;t,s)ß„+ Vp(A; t, s)an.

Now, just as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, inequalities (6.1) and (6.2) imply that

an^{4[2 + a2/p)]Vp(A;t,s))n<(\/2)"^0   asn-oo.    D

7. Existence of the sum integral. We define the evolution class & ([a, ft]) to be the

set of all evolutions {/(•) continuous in the operator norm topology and such that

the /»-variation of the interval function U — I over [a, ft],

Vp(U - I; b, a) = sup] 2W-i\'
Wp

: t is a partition of [a, ft] L

is finite. Equivalently, it is easily shown that &p([a, ft]) is the set of all evolutions U

such that either £/(•, a) or U(b, •) belongs to ^([a, ft]).
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Lemma 7.1. If U G &p([a, ft]) and for each ¡iE[a,b) we define G„(£) = í/(£, p),

£ G [/i, ft], then G^ E %([p, ft]), and for all v E [¡i, ft],

Vp(Gß;v,p)^    sup     \U(t,s)\Vp(U-I;v,p).

Proof. The proof is immediate from the identity

(7.1) G¿t)-Gll(s)=[U(t,s)-l]Gll(s)       (u<s<t<b)

and the fact that U( ■ ) is continuous.

Lemma 7.2. There exists r30 > 0 independent of p E [a, ft) such that

\GA[t) - l\< {   for all ¡L « t < min(/x + 80, ft).

Hence G (•) « invertible on the interval [jtt,min(/x + Ô0, ft)].

Proof. The proof follows directly from the fact that £/(•) is continuous on a

compact domain and U(t, t) = I.

Lemma 7.3. With 80 as in Lemma 7.2, for all p G [ a, ft) and all 8 E [0, 80] such that

p + 8^b,

G-xE%([p + 8,p])

and

Vp(G-x;p + 8,p)<4    sup     \U(t, s)\Vp(U- I; p + 8, p).

Proof. The Neumann series for G~x provides the bound

\G;\t)\<\/(\-\GA\t)-t[).

Hence G~x is uniformly bounded (by 2) on [p, p + 8]. The proof now follows from

the identity

G:\t) - G-X(s) = G~x(s)[Gß(s) - G¿,)]G-X(t).

Theorem 7.1. For each £ G [a, ft], the sum integral 1\[U — I] exists and, as a

function of Í, defines a member of%'([a, ft]).

Proof. Divide [a, £] into subintervals [a, a + 50], [a + 80, a + 280],... ,[a +

k80, £] where k satisfies 0 «s £ — a — k80 < 80. Using (7.1) we see that on the first

k — 1 subintervals, the sum integral 1[U — I] exists as

ra + (j+\)S0

a+j$o

and on the last subinterval as

/■a + (j+\)Sn ,

/ °dGa+jSG-ljSo       (j=\,...,k-l),
a+jS0

I       dGa+kSGa+kS .
Ja + kSn

Hence the sum integral exists on the full interval [a, £] and, by Lemma 3.4, defines

an element of %p([a, £]).

We may also prove the companion

Theorem 7.2 If A E %([a, ft]) and U - U[I + dA], then U E $p([a, ft]).
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8. The evolution representation.

Theorem 8.1. For every U E &p([a, ft]) there exists a generator A E ^([a, ft]),

unique up to additive constant operator, such that U(t, s) = WS[I + dA] for all

s < t E [a, ft].

PROOF.The generator A is obtained as the sum integral A(£) = 1la[U — I], £ G

[a, ft]. First we show that U can be recovered from the product integral Il[7 + dA],

whose existence is established by Theorems 5.1 and 7.1, and reestablished by

different means in what follows. Given s < t E[a, ft], let t = (tJq be a partition of

[s, t] with | t | no greater than the 80 of Lemma 7.2. There exists a constant T such

that

u [1 + dA]- U(t,s)

i-1

2 U(t,r¡)[l + dA(r„r,_x)-U(T¡,T¡_x)] ][   [/ + ¿4(T., T._,)]

7=1:   i

T2  \dA(r¡,r¡_x)-   (U(r¡, r¡_x) - l)\.
i=i

With GTj(• ), as in the proof of Theorem 7.1, equal to U(-,rk) and t¡ — t¡__ , «s 80, the

preceding sum is equal to

T2
/ = i

f dGT¡_G-l ~[GTJr¡) - GtJt,_x)}G;\(t,_x)

r2 2 2 + f(^)]^K_i;^T/-1)^(G-li;T/,rf_1).

Now by Lemmas 7.2 and 7.3 there exists a constant T' such that this latter sum is

bounded above by

F 2 V2(U-I;r¡,r,^)^T' max V2~P(U - I; r„ t,_,) 2 VHU - I; r¡, t,_,).
i -  1 I«:/«:«

/=!

The fact that Lemma 2.4 and its proof are also true when A is replaced by U — 7,

together with the superadditivity of VP(U — I; ■), gives that for |t| sufficiently

small, the above sum can be made arbitrarily small. Thus we have

U(t,s) = i\[l + dA].

As for the uniqueness of A, suppose that B E %p(\a, ft]) also satisfies WS[I + dB]

= U(t, s) for all i < t G [a, ft]. We shall show that dB(v, p) equals dA(v, p) for

every p *£ v G [a, ft]. Now given e > 0, let t = [t¡}q be a partition of [p, v] such that

dA(v,r)-2[u-i]
2'
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and for all t, G t,

V2~p(B;t„t,_x)<

V2-p(U-I;r„r¡_l)<

2 + Ç

2 + f

sup      \U(t,s)\Vp(B;v,p)\
s<(e|i/. h]

sup      \U(t,s)\Vp(U-I;v,p)i
s«(E[a, b)

Then, using Lemmas 3.4 and 7.1 and Remark 5.1, we have

\dB(v,p) - dA(v,¡i) dB(v,p)-2[U-l]
T

i=i

2    (|T'<Ö^(.,T/_1)-dB(Ti,T/_I)£/(TJ

+

e
+ 2

/=)
n

22
/■=]

n

2 2
1=1

2 + ?

2 + f

^;t,.,tí_1)F/((í7(-,t,.-1);t(.,t,._1) + 2

sup     \U(t,s)\Vp(B; r¡,r¡_x)Vp(U-I; t,,t,_,) +
s<(E[fl, b)

'7 SUP        |t/(/,s)|2    (^2(5,T,,T,_,)
Jj«s/([a,fr]) i=l

+ F/(í/-7;t,,t,_,)) +

<-2
4,= ,

Vpp(B;t¡,t,_x)   |   K/(?7-7;t,,t,_,)

Vp{B;v,p) Vp(U-I;v,p)
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